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Blood & 
Laurels 
Cults, prophecies, poison, 
intrigue. 

Imperial tropefest. 



Prior Work 

Parser-based interactive fiction 
Choice-based,  

running on Versu engine 
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Conversation Design Goals 

!   Explorability: Player is free to explore dialogue space 

!   Expressiveness: Player and NPC can signal emotional 
states as well as information 

!   Pacing: story moves forward on its own when the player 
is out of things to say 

!   Characters appear as entities with convincing 
emotional states 
!   Player agency involves manipulating characters 
!   Player responds to characters in non-utilitarian way 



Tool Goals 

!   Authoring 
!   Easy to generate large quantities of content, at least 10x 

as much as the player is likely to encounter in a single 
play-through 
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Tool Goals 

!   Authoring 
!   Easy to generate large quantities of content, at least 10x 

as much as the player is likely to encounter in a single 
play-through 

!   Easy to revise content once created 

!   Testing 
!   Easy to verify that there are no “stuck” states from which 

dialogue cannot proceed 



“Threaded Conversation” 

!   Quips represent actual lines of non-repeatable dialogue 
(“The Emperor is looking ill these days”) 

!   Quips are tagged with one or more topics 

!   Relations between quips (direct and indirect following) 

!   Factual and emotional data associated with quips 
!   Prerequisites 

!   Outcomes 













generic-quip

rhafanido

what she is

you-promised-me

irritated-promise

that the safe
haven is too
far away to

reach tonight 

explain that you
must stop here
to collect the

heart 

what is at
the safe haven

what she means
about the servants

being small 

why she avoids
the magic mirror

what she sees
in the mirror

what you look
like in the

mirror 

no-3

thank-the-hart

hart-stirs

whether the hart moved
what she was
doing with the

hart 

how such a
debt could be

repaid 

show the dagger
whether she knows

who killed your
dogs 

what she did
to anger the

Queen 

if she is a witch

whether she drinks blood

heart is dead

if she is
a living being

whether she is getting colder

whether she will
keep the pact

why the Queen fears her

why you should avoid exposure

what authority is

what the symbols mean

what the symbols mean again

what just happened

how the mirror
reflects you to

the Queen 

what happened to other huntsmen

what the obscene suggestion was

how to deal
with the Queen

yes-2

if you could
kill the queen

no-4

say xyzzy

what the Queen
sees in the

mirror 

why she sees
the mirror's reflections

as the Queen
does 

to walk properly

whether the Queen hurt her having trouble is understandable she is delaying on purpose

why she is
trying to delay

the escape 

yes-3 no-5

request a repetition
of the riddle

if the Queen is evil
does the Queen
fear Snow White

why she made
a pact with

you 

if she met the king

why the king left

if she is
the King's daughter

yes-4 no-6 answer-is-no

what the Queen
did to her

where the safe haven is

that the Queen
will kill you

it was not treachery

if she knows
her way around

the woods 

how she knows
her way around

the woods 

why she needs privacy

what the Queen
thinks of you

why so few
people understand witches

what the symbols
mean yet again

why she drinks red wine

yes-6 no-7hart-thanks-you

why he thanks you that he's welcome

annoyed-offer

yes-7

yes-8

say you don't know

no-8

no-9

what Snow White did

hart-smile

what the terms are

how that would be possible

what exactly he
means by cosmic

yes-9 no-10

what his name is

where its name came from

you're sorry to hear what dwarrows do how its soul got there

how its soul
got there again

whether Snow White
is a vampire

no-11

yes-10

why her existence
bothered the Queen

if she believes in vampires

yes-11 no-12

yes-12 no-13

whether the heart
will fool the

Queen 

whether he was
a servant of
Snow White 

what he did
for Snow White

what the dirt was for

what the big
wooden box was

for 

ask-away

no-25

why you must
burn the box

yes-13 no-14 Hart-expires

whether the Queen
herself made the

magic mirror 

whose voice the mirror has

what the Queen
wants to achieve

suggest that you
are not likely
to make any

mirrors 

where the Queen
got the mirror

that the Queen
ought to guard

the mirror 

whether the Queen
killed someone for

the mirror 

whether such magic
can ever be

used for good

if the Queen
is a witch

what powers the
Queen dabbles with

if the Queen is possessed

how the Queen avoided possession

what bargain the Queen made

if Snow White is possessed

what demons the Queen invoked

whether Lilith made
the Queen beautiful

where Lilith is now

whether Lilith likes drinking blood

it would explain
a few things

yes-14 no-15

what she does
on her walks

whether the animals ever answer solace-in-desert

that your reasons
do not concern

her 

how she hired
servants without the

Queen knowing 

who the servants are

where such magic originates whether vampires made the mirror

how she knows
about the plague

whether the Queen
has such books

in her library

what happened to
the people who
made the mirror

what became of
the history books

what she knows about vampires how vampires came to be

vampires only recently
came to be

vampires always existed

why she threw
a rock at
the mirror 

go - ahead
- and -

cut 

remark that she
isn't very comforting

whether other huntsmen
were sent to

kill her 

stop-taunting

pleading - to
- be -
untied 

say maybe no-1

no-30

say perhaps no-2 yes-1

she-sees-hesitation
whether the Queen

is unworthy of
the mirror 

who is worthy
of the mirror

whether she can
read your thoughts

no-21maybeyes-15 no-16

what will happen
if she knows

you know she's
a vampire 

tell the corpse
to stop it

more-disturbance
seriously please stop

telling me these
things 

if she needs
privacy because she's

a vampire 

if she doesn't
stand there because

she's a vampire
suggest blood suggest an animal suggest a soul suggest a snake suggest a heart suggest an apple

how an apple
would help her

give up

oops-sorry

no-18 yes-18

why the chain chafes her

show the lantern show the sky
whether her dress

will be enough
for her 

what the embroidery
on her dress

signifies 

who the man was

why her skin
is so fair

what the symbols
on the box

indicate 

am-I-beautiful

no-17

why she mentions Adam

why she mentions Eve

why her shadow has wings

what she knows
of the snake

yes-16

whether her teeth are normal
why her hair
is so shiny

whether she is Lilith

why she has told you

what Lilith wants

what Lilith wants again

whether that was Eve's fault what happened to Adamwant-an-equal

whether you could
be such a

man 

that you once were King

whether even the
King would suffice

point out that
only ordinary men
now populate the

earth 

no-27 yes-17

watching-box-opened watching-inventory

no-26

no-rape pleased-watching

whether she is hungry

yes-19 no-19

giving-up-question

yes-20

apparently-you-would

that you plan
to rescue the

king 

that you still
plan to rescue

the king 

thought-not weird-laugh do-not-try

apologize

no-burning-again nice-corpse

are-you-ogling

no-22 yes-24

no-28

smirk
something - in

- your -
eye 

no-29

funny-memory

yes-27 no-31

no-32 yes-28 say possibly

show the hart's heart show the trees show the undergrowth show the roots not-talking-now

what he knows about me what he knows of Lilith

what Lilith does

what to do
about Snow White

and Lilith 

why Grumpy is
such a character

whether he has
a relation called

Dot 

whether the Queen is dangerous

what would happen
if the mirror

contained a better
soul 

whether a good
soul could be
put into the

mirror 

yes-5

yes-25

no-23

who Lilith was

whether he ever
met Saint Eustace

how the juggling
business went for

him 

no-33 yes-29 waffle

what exactly he
has done to

time 

why the lantern
does not burn

what is really
at the safe

haven 

what he means
by other things

what death is like

yes-30

no-34
hey - I
- am -
dead 

where vampires come from

why demons did
such a thing

whether there are
any young princes

in neighboring kingdoms
whether she knows any princes

what it was
like to hunt

the hart 

equivocate

who is the
fairest of them

all 

that you don't know

yes-26

whether the servants are dwarrows

whether she likes the dwarrows

yes-21

no-20

why the dwarrows became friendly

what she knows about dwarrows

how the competition was hindered

whether she will be serious
further - musings

- on -
beauty 

why she avoids daylight

whether that is
a vampire trait

what she knows about Grumpy

what chores Brassbiter performed

whether she knows
a dwarf called

Dot 

how to find the King who the King is

what she knows of Lamia

whether she is the victim

whether Snow White
wishes to be
rid of Lilith

whether Lilith wishes
to remain in
Snow White 

that you are
a decent man

what she means now

guess Eve

shrug

that the Queen
burned your cabin

yes-23

explain that young
women of the

village have never
appealed 

why the Queen
would not want

her to marry

whether she is immortal

leading - comment
- about -
queen 

what the apple would do

suggest finding an apple later

what will happen
if you burn

the box 

whether the King was murdered
whether the King
was a werewolf

what exactly she
surmisesabout the King

that you are the king
that the King
was blood -
sundered 

what - do
- you -
recall 

make up some lie that you remember very little
whether you could
have performed the
blood - sundering

whether the King
could have performed

the blood -
sundering 

whether Snow White
could have performed

the blood -
sundering 

whether the dwarrows
could have performed

the blood -
sundering 

whether the Queen
could have performed

the blood -
sundering 

what became of the King

anyone-move-in

no-24

whether the King
could be restored

yes-22

how the blood
- sundering could

be done 

how the blood
- sundering could

be undone 

point out that
the war ended

as the King
vanished 

where the King went

request that he repeat himself

what happened to you

who performed the magic

how the current
peace came about

how blood -
sundering might be

undone now 

appreciate-the-gift

where the haven is

how Lilith manipulated the dwarrows

where the King is
what the heart

- sized box
was for 

why the exorcism succeeded what library contained
whether she ever

saw any other
powers besides Lilith

how did vampire teeth grow what Lilith wanted how the mirror works whether she likes apples who her real mother was

who her real father was

what she knows
about the king

what she knows
about the king's

father 

what she knows
about the war

what studies

what she knows about Eve what she knows about Adam

what she knows about God

what she knows about Eden what she knows about Cain what she knows about Abel

how to kill the queen

What-next
shall - we

- go -
now 

generic-
truth

possible-blood-
drinking

silver-
hurts

drinks-red-
wine

written-
embroidery

pact-
exists

haven-
location

symbols-
seen

library-
known

rock-at-
mirror

snowWhite-sees-
reflections

king-
gone

king-not-
king

king-had-stern-
father

not-
daughter

queen-
fears

servant-
dwarrows

Grumpy-
named

queen-uses-people-
up

hart-
thanked

undead-
hart

hart-
pacified

asked-about-
cosmic

hart-pact-
proposed

hart-
pact

hart-no-longer-
undead

happy-name-
known

hart-omniscience-
revealed

truth-about-
souls

magic-
revealed

box-is-
creepy

symbols-
uncreate

vampirism-
revealed

burn-
box

will-burn-
box

ashes-
scattered

Queen-made-
mirror

bad-soul-in-
mirror

servant-
used

take-
ashes

winged-
shadow

lilith-
named

snow-white-
possessed

eve-
named

adam-
named

misses-
adam

lilith-first-
wife

magic-involves-
demons

queen-invoked-
lilith

seeks-
equal

wrong-to-
kiss

murderous-
lilith

apples-for-
men

first-vampire-
accusation

second-vampire-
accusation

riddle-
given

riddle-
solved

cabin-
destroyed

blood-
sundering

snow-white-knows-
sundering

power-from-
sundering

sundering-
method

you-were-
king

swear-
word

wants-
delay

demon-
possession



Blood & 
Laurels 

Versu AI engine + Threaded 
Conversation dialogue model 

More about Versu at versu.com 
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Project-Specific Goals 

!   Large story with many relationship configurations 

!   Multiple ways of enacting the protagonist role 

!   Richly branching narrative, high variability within scenes 

!   90-120 minutes of play time per complete reading 

!   Accessible, book-like style 

!   High-stakes thriller plot 

!   Numerous achievements for the player to unlock 

!   Finished, illustrated, and ready for QA in 2 months 



Areas of Assessment 

!   Authorability (speed, scope) 

!   Pacing/Narrative Coherence 

!   Agency based on “Social Physics” 

!   Character Persuasiveness / Empathy 



Library Development: TC 

!   Threaded Conversation-
style dialogue marked up 
for Versu to indicate 
emotional content and 
social actions 

Conversation 

!   Interrogate Artus about 
cult (tagged be_assertive) 

!   Tell Artus about the 
Emperor 

Other Social Practices 

!   Flatter Artus 

!   Pose assertively 





Library Development: TC 

!   Topic-specific exposition (“memories”) 

!   “Filler” dialogue relating to various topics that appear 
in a number of scenes 

!   “Pause” text for when the conversation thread had 
been dropped and we want to allow a transition 



Library Development: Scenes 

!   Exploration scenes — end when the player has either 
explored dialogue or stopped doing dialogue 
exploration 

!   Forking scenes — end in several ways when specific 
things are achieved 

!   Key decision scenes — very short decision points with 
focused interaction 



Tools Development: Prompter 

!   Developed with Graham 
Nelson, creator of Inform 

!   Tool for creating 
Threaded-Conversation-
style content in a familiar 
screen-play like format 



Artus	  (very	  disloyally):	  The	  Emperor	  is	  a	  tyrant	  and	  a	  
madman.	  His	  appetites	  are	  disgusting,	  his	  use	  of	  
Imperial	  troops	  misguided,	  and	  even	  his	  taste	  in	  dress	  
is	  not	  above	  reproach.	  Someone	  will	  kill	  him	  sooner	  or	  
later.	  I	  would	  prefer	  that	  his	  replacement	  not	  be	  
another	  mad	  tyrant.	  

(a)	  Marcus:	  His	  taste	  in	  dress...?	  
-‐-‐	  Ask	  what	  is	  wrong	  with	  the	  Emperor's	  clothes	  

Artus:	  He	  wears	  tassels	  on	  his	  leg,	  like	  a	  gladiator,	  to	  
mark	  how	  many	  great	  men	  he	  has	  defeated.	  Gold	  tassels	  
for	  men	  of	  the	  senatorial	  class,	  silver	  for	  equestrians.	  

(b)	  Marcus:	  I	  see	  how	  it	  might	  displease	  you	  to	  watch	  the	  
Emperor	  make	  blunders	  with	  the	  army.	  

-‐-‐	  Sympathize	  with	  Artus's	  dislike	  of	  seeing	  the	  troops	  
misused	  







Finished Product Stats 

!   2503 quips in ep 1, 2460 quips in ep 2: roughly 10x the 
content of Galatea or Alabaster 

!   172 scenes in ep 1, 238 scenes in ep 2 

!   240K words of Prompter script 

!   Automated testing to discover scenes which did not 
conclude for some reason 



Ease of Authoring Content 

!   Successes 
!   Rapid creation process 

!   Strong sense of flow 

!   Considerable variation within a scene 

!   Problems 
!   Rotating agent responsibility in Versu made some 

dialogue bits inaccessible without hacking 
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!   There’s a great deal of room here to affect the pacing 
of a scene… [it offers] a wealth of tonal interactivity and 
allowance for subtle performance – PocketTactics 
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Pacing and Plot Coherence 

!   There’s a great deal of room here to affect the pacing 
of a scene… [it offers] a wealth of tonal interactivity and 
allowance for subtle performance – PocketTactics 

!   Blood & Laurels made me feel more like an 
improviser than a reader… – New York Times 

!   The interface gives a sense of kinesis to the story–
something is always happening... the story is about 
being swept up in events much larger than yourself and 
attempting to gain control of them. -- Storycade 



Pacing and Plot Coherence 

!   Successes 
!   Pacing generally successful 

!   Problems 
!   Juxtapositions of dialogue and setting investigation 

occasionally surprising 

!   Occasionally a player did not understand why a piece of 
dialogue became unavailable again; prototyped Versu 
Galatea UI addressed this 



Characters and Agency 

!   When it works, it works. There are dinner parties 
where people will think you impetuous and rude if 
you talk too much, situations where you can act 
dumb in order to influence others to drop their 
guard, times where you have a choice between the 
same action with different motivations. – Storycade 



Characters and Agency 

!   When it works, it works. There are dinner parties 
where people will think you impetuous and rude if 
you talk too much, situations where you can act 
dumb in order to influence others to drop their 
guard, times where you have a choice between the 
same action with different motivations. – Storycade 

!   But: [Veronius’] relationship with Marcus doesn’t do 
much to affect the plot of Blood and Laurels. -- 
PocketTactics 



Characters and Agency 

!   Successes 
!   Ability to see character thoughts and expressions helped  

!   “Pushing your luck” as a play experience was often 
satisfying 

!   Problems 
!   Players did not always understand how character 

manipulation drove scenes 



Character Persuasiveness 

!   Versu isn’t at the point where it’s able to make this 
emergent behavior interesting to read. The most 
obvious is in the realm of romance... all of them feel 
fairly perfunctory in execution… The vast, vast majority 
of Blood and Laurels‘s passages–the ones directly under 
the author’s control–are wonderful. The emergent bits 
feel like static. – Storycade 



Character Persuasiveness 

!   [On occasion, t]he stars aligned such that the prose and 
the choices meshed in such a way that I felt I 
experienced a “text holodeck”. However, I’m fairly 
certain the parts I felt inspired by were heavily 
scripted. When Versu as an engine clearly took over… 
it hit solid as a rock. -- Jason Dyer 



Character Persuasiveness 

!   Problems 
!   Players rebelled against the reuse of “repeatable” bits of 

conversation 

!   Some social practices (flirtation, anger) felt too generic 



Design Issue! 
Too systematic? 

Some social practices 
(flirtation, anger) felt 
too generic 

Not systematic enough? 

Players did not always understand 
how character manipulation 
drove scenes 



Possible Future Solutions 

!   Modeling narrative values explicitly in utility scoring 

!   Multiplicative rather than additive approach to 
conversation and other social practices 

!   More abstract visual clues for the player about narrative 
progress 



Multiplicative Approach 
Additive 

Conversation 

!   Ask Artus about cult 

!   Tell Artus about the 
Emperor 

Other Social Practices 

!   Flatter Artus 

!   Pose assertively 

Multiplicative 

!   Sycophantically tell Artus 
about Emperor 

!   Flatteringly ask Artus 
about cult 

!   Assertively tell Artus 
about Emperor 

!   Assertively ask Artus 
about cult 



Communicating Plot Position 

!   Explicit but abstract visualization of possible endings 
for the current scene & how close NPCs are to 
committing to one of those endings 
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Concluding Questions 

!   If we’re modeling multiple kinds of system (narrative, 
agent relationships and emotions, conversation flow, 
protagonist intentions), which of these is most directly 
accessible to the player? 

!   Does the player understand how these systems fit 
together? Does the UI support that understanding? 

!   Which offers the highest fidelity? Are other, lower-
fidelity systems providing output in the same channel? 



Resources 

!   Versu.com – papers on Versu and Prompter 

!   “Threaded Conversation” library for Inform 7 

!   Emshort.wordpress.com – my writing on interactive 
storytelling, including “conversation” subcategory for 
articles and post mortems on conversation projects 

!   emshortif@gmail.com or @emshort to contact me 


